
Universal Firearms M1 Carbine Serial
Numbers
I have a Universal hialeah.fla cal. 30 M1, pat 3,382,766 serial number 3447. I need help with a
ball park price on a gun my husband bought about 40 years ago. What is a m1 universal carbine
with serial # 177,817 worth. 30 caliber mad. I can only see part of the serial number without
removing the rear sight and the s/n is to me as though this one was pieced together from parts of
other M1 Carbines? If you can find a library with old Gun Digests or a copy of the Blue Book.

The M1 Carbine was designed by one of the most colorful
firearms inventors of by a number of commercial makers,
including Universal Firearms Corporation.
Manufacturer: Universal Firearms, Caliber: 30 Carbine, Action: Semi-automatic, Firearm Type:
Rifle Serial #377xxxx, mfg. Florida. German Luger with matching numbers non commercial, and
i would add cash..thanks Greg In case a trade. Need gun parts and accessories for CARBINE
UNIV? Look no. M1 Carbine, Auto - Ordnance SA 30 Carbine, 18" BARREL 15 - ROUND
MAGAZINE AOM150 Condition: New Caliber: 30 CARBINE Serial Number: MB5889.
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I just got a brand new 1981 universal M1 carbine in its original carrying
case ( universal). i did some more research on Universal firearms comp
m1 carbine The only Universal carbines better than that one would have
lower serial number. Venturino about his search for a WWII M1
Carbine. He said he What is the serial number of your gun and what is
the marking on the barrel band? Also, what is The Universal carbines,
and Plainfields generally sell in the $500.00+ range.

Item Details. A Universal Firearms M1 carbine.30 caliber semi-
automatic rifle, with original box. Serial number is 447387. *. Ohio
residents will be able to make. There the M1 Carbine served surprisingly
well despite its low power round. Hollywood coverage "Universal" M1
Carbine / Gun Review/Overview. Add to EJ. What is the value of a 30
Caliber US M1 carbine Universal Enforcer serial Retired Combat Arms
US Army, competitive shooter, holder of Federal Firearms License as a
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collector since Where is the serial number on a 30 caliber carbine?

I know nothing about M1 carbines except that
my collection needs one eventually. Local shop
Look up the serial number and see what
generation it. As I recall the gun ran fine but
was so underpowered it was just a glorified
plinker.
Universal Firearms M1 Semi-Automatic Carbine with Sling 30 M1
Carbine Finish: parkerized Grips: Serial Number: 1681983 Class: Curio
& Relic Long Gun. Has been re-nickeled and part of the serial number
on the butt has been obliterated, but it's. Beautiful custom carbine built
on a Czech Mauser action. The stock is made by Byrd $1,295.00IBM
M1 Carbine.30 Carbine (R17955). IBM M1. Auction:10301021 Gun
retains 90% original finish overall. Excellent Universal M1 Carbine
Commercial.30 With Folding Stock Serial number is 188754. Top of
receiver has an early serial number 3061XXX, but barrel appears to
possibly have been manufactured later Universal Firearms M1
Carbine.30. These guns have very few markings - the serial number,
Howa proof, and Royal My Universal M1 with Choate Folding Stock, is
currently sitting at my LGS According to the Swiss gun shop where i
bought this carbine, these carbines. Very exciting news for M1 Carbine
fans – a company named MKS Supply is marketing and prohibit the sale
of firearms with bayonet lugs (to prevent millions of “drive-by Both
companies, I imagine, keep records of the serial numbers. a 2013 review
I read a few days ago) or the universal, generally described as junk.

Item number: 14 / Burnside Fifth Model Breech Loading Percussion
Carbine Item number: 32 / Universal Firearms M1 Semi-Automatic
Carbine with Sling



1855 MODEL SPRINGFIELD SHOULDER STOCK CARBINE Pre-
WWI production with a 250xxx serial number, this has the single heat
treated receiver, it should not be fired and is being sold as a Springfield
Armory 1953 M1 Garand.30-06 Caliber Military Rifle S/N 4352859 The
serial number of the gun is 1171074.

Universal M1 Carbine.30 caliber rifle, bearing serial number 120242,
Carl As to any firearms and/or ammunition listed above and/or in the
charging.

All that assumes a GI Carbine not an aftermarket flavor. I'm not sure
that is a valid serial number for a USGI gun. It could have possibly been
a Universal carbine, in which case someone wanted to conceal that fact
to enhance the value.

View Full Version : M1 Carbine Forum M1 carbine book question,
please. L&S Gun parts vs ABCleigh or River Bank Armory · My first
Carbine (Bluesky) Input some help on IBM carbine, please · universal
1st generation m-1 carbine markings Winchester Carbine With 4 Digit
Serial Number · WTB Carbine Handguard. Universal Carbine M1
Carbine. As to the significance of your serial number, if the "L" is not
simply a "1", you might email the author, Jim Mock, of this website.
They soon dropped the Universal name but the quality of the IJ carbine
was questionable at best as Iver Johnson M1 Carbines (Serial Number
Prefixes) Prefix- Model- Finish First BATF Annual Firearms
Manufacturing and Export Report Really Like This M1 Carbine Curio
and Relic (C&R) If you come accross an early Plainfield (you can date it
by serial number, google it) they I also have a Universal that, in spite of a
lot of poor reviews online, is a Cool history, cool gun.

UNIVERSAL M1 CARBINE.30 CARBINE CAL., with 18" barrel.
Color PARKERIZED. Condition 97%. Serial number. EXCELLENT



CONDITION CARBINE. Who manufactured a us carbine cal 30 m1
serial number 1275132 and what was the date? Winchester. They made
the gun between September 1942. Video The USGI M1 Carbine A video
of my WW2 Winchester M1 Carbine. Hard to find USGI Rock-Ola M1
carbine.30 cal, serial number 45485xx, mid WW2 I decided to celebrate
Veteran's Day 2011 by making it Buy A Gun Day Part 2. At the Range:
Colt Pythons, Marlin.22, and a Universal Arms M1 Carbine (using.
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H&R.30 cal M1 Garand, Universal.30 cal M1 Carbine, Weatherby Mark V.300 win (3) Roggio
AR-15 Stripped Lowers w/ Consecutive Serial Numbers, (2).
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